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Mr. Feige specializes in the areas of finance, securities, and financial systems. He has developed complex
valuation models, including discounted cash flow models, and has analyzed asset-backed securities,
collateralized debt obligations, and other securitized products in support of expert testimony in a number
of bankruptcy and damages matters. He has also worked on lawsuits involving derivatives valuation and
closeouts under ISDA Master Agreements for bankruptcy matters. Mr. Feige has supported academic
affiliates in addressing accounting issues at financial institutions, assessing complex derivatives
valuations, and analyzing distressed institution credit ratings. He has managed case teams and been
published in industry journals.

EDUCATION
2011

M.B.A., New York University Stern School of Business
Municipal Bond Club of New York Essay Scholarship

2004

B.A., economics, Wesleyan University

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2011‒Present

Analysis Group, Inc., Boston, MA
Vice President (2017‒Present)
Manager (2013‒2016)
Associate (2011‒2012)

2006‒2009

Compass Lexecon, Cambridge, MA
Consultant

SELECTED CONSULTING EXPERIENCE


Analyzed the reasonableness of a large derivatives close-out process under the ISDA Master
Agreement, including extensive valuation of credit default swaps, interest rate swaps, FX, and other
derivative positions.



Estimated potential damages in various rate manipulation cases.



Assessed credit rating impacts on large financial institutions during the financial crisis.



Analyzed accounting issues at large financial institutions, including application of FAS 157 and offbalance-sheet accounting rules.
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Investigated and analyzed the salability of large, complex special purpose vehicle derivatives
positions during the financial crisis.



Analyzed the impact of a proposed spin-off transaction on a joint venture partner in the mining and
metals industry.



Evaluated antitrust issues and estimated damages related to multiple benchmark manipulation cases.



Estimated the current value of aged land bonds to account for the impact of hyperinflation and to
include a local return on capital in a South American country.

PUBLICATIONS
“The Redemption Option: Valuation Considerations from Proposed Chapter 11 Reform,” with Konstantin
Danilov, AIRA Journal, Volume 29, Number 4, 2015
“The Opium Wars, Opium Legalization, and Opium Consumption in China,” with Jeffery Miron,
Journal of Applied Economic Letters, Volume 15, Issue 12, October, 2008

